To all the selected students of Jean Monnet Network EUsers Summer School

Milan, June 21st 2016

GENERAL


For those of you needing some exposure to econometrics, please give a look to:


As additional materials on state-owned enterprises, we suggest the following:


As additional materials, we suggest the following:


and the Introduction and selected chapters from:

**SECTORS**

**Electricity**

*Policy Reforms in the electricity market: impact on prices*


*Policy Reforms in the electricity market: impact on other variables*


**Gas**


Florio M. (2014), Energy Reforms and Consumer Prices in the EU over twenty years, in Economics of Energy & Environmental Policy, Volume 3, Number 1.


**Railway**


**Local Transport**


**Telecommunications**

Alonso et al. (2013), The race for international markets: were privatized telecommunications incumbents more successful than their public counterparts?, International Review of Applied Economics, Vol. 27.


**Water**


